Laptop Checkouts
In-House & Overnight

In-House Checkout
*Laptops may be checked out for in-library use for 6 hours at a time at any time during library hours of operation.
*All laptops are equipped with wireless capability and include a power cord
*Ethernet cables must be checked out separately.
*To checkout a laptop a patron must first read and sign a Terms of Use and Billing Contract.
*Overdue fines are assessed on an hourly basis at a rated of $1.20 per hour.

Overnight Checkout
*Laptops may be checked out for limited overnight use for a fifteen hour period Sunday through Thursday.
*Laptops may be checked out after 7 pm and must be returned the following morning by 10 am.
*To checkout a laptop overnight a patron must first read and sign a Terms of Use and Billing Contract.
*Overdue fines are assessed on an hourly basis at a rated of $12 per day.
*Charges for damage or replacement will be billed according to manufacturer assessed replacement/repair costs.